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We study a simple model forf-electron systems, the three-dimensional periodic Anderson model, in which
localized f states hybridize with neighboringd states. Thef states have a strong on-site repulsion which
suppresses the double occupancy and can lead to the formation of a Mott-Hubbard insulator. When the
hybridization between thef and d states increases, the effects of these strong electron correlations gradually
diminish, giving rise to interesting phenomena on the way. We use the exact quantum Monte Carlo, approxi-
mate diagrammatic fluctuation-exchange approximation, and mean-field Hartee-Fock methods to calculate the
local moment, entropy, antiferromagnetic structure factor, singlet correlator, and internal energy as a function
of the f -d hybridization for various dopings. Finally, we discuss the relevance of this work to the volume-
collapse phenomenon experimentally observed inf-electron systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The periodic Anderson model~PAM! describes the quali
tative physics of solids in which a set of localized~f! orbitals
having a strong on-site repulsion hybridizes with another
of noninteracting conduction~d! orbitals.1 The basic mag-
netic features encapsulated in the PAM include the forma
of moments on the localized orbitals due to the suppres
of double occupancy by the repulsion. The magnetic na
of the ground state is determined by the strength of the
bridization between the localized and conduction electro2

If the hybridization is small, then the magnetic ordering
the localized moments takes place through the establishm
of a modulation of the conduction-electron spin density,
indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida coupling.3 For
strong hybridization the screening of magnetic moments
the correlated electrons by conduction electrons~Kondo
screening! is expected. While some of these general ideas
well accepted, others are still under study.4 For example,
Noziere’s notion of ‘‘exhaustion,’’5 that only the conduction
electrons near the Fermi surface can participate in sin
formation and hence there are not enough of them to fo
singlets with all the local spins, has received considera
recent scrutiny.6 Related to this is the effectiveness of th
compensating cloud around each localized orbital. The
of this cloud has been a subject of controversy. Argume
based on scaling and renormalization-group ideas for
single-impurity Kondo point to a cloud with lengthjK
;vF /TK , where vF is the Fermi velocity andTK is the
Kondo temperature.7,8 Since Kondo temperatures are no
mally of the order of tens of degrees, this leads to a la
Kondo cloud of the order of thousands of lattice spacingsa.
0163-1829/2003/68~19!/195111~11!/$20.00 68 1951
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On the other hand, similar arguments for the single-impu
multichannel Kondo model have led Gan9 to find jK;a.
This cloud has never been observed experimentally
Knight shift experiments from Boyce and Slichter10 were
interpreted to indicate the absence of a large cloud.

The charge excitations of the PAM also show interest
features. As in the one-band Hubbard model, a strong re
sion on the localized orbitals makes them exhibit the char
teristics of a Mott insulator, including a suppression of thf
density of states and a vanishingf-electron compressibility.11

The density of states can also exhibit a Kondo resonance
evolves to a single broad peak at weak coupling.11

While many of these general ideas are well accept
much of the quantitative physics of the PAM remains op
Only relatively recently has the phase diagram of the PA
been studied by non-mean-field approaches such as the
terminant quantum Monte Carlo12,13 ~QMC! and dynamical
mean-field theory14 ~DMFT!. The former provides an exac
treatment of correlations on finite lattices but is computatio
ally demanding and therefore has so far been restricted i
applications to the particle-hole symmetric point, where b
f and d orbitals are half filled. The DMFT approach work
explicitly in the thermodynamic limit and hence can obser
finite-temperature phase transitions without recourse
finite-size-scaling techniques, but it involves the approxim
tion of ignoring the momentum dependence of the se
energy.

There are several reasons to believe that the remova
the restriction of half filling might reveal different physics
First, half filling is the most optimal electron density fo
antiferromagnetism. Since a number of the potential syste
for which the PAM has been suggested as an appropr
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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Hamiltonian do not exhibit such magnetic correlations, it
desirable to study the properties of the doped system,
which antiferromagnetism is considerably suppressed.

Second, the noninteracting bands have special feat
which are unique to half filling. For example, in the absen
of interactions, the canonical choice of a momentu
independent hybridizationVk5V, which corresponds to a
hybridization of the localized orbitals with the conductio
orbitals on the same site, gives rise to a band insulator at
filling. Meanwhile, the choice Vk522V(coskx1cosky
1coskz), which, instead, hybridizes the localized orbita
with the conduction orbitals on the nearest-neighbor site15

leads to a metallic state at half filling; yet, this hybridizatio
Vk vanishes at the half-filled Fermi surface and, therefore
also somewhat artificial. While the addition of strong cor
lations is expected to modify the physics greatly, it is s
possible that the properties of the PAM reflect these spe
features of the noninteracting limit at half filling.

Finally, the particle-hole symmetric point is a very spec
one for analytic theories. For example, second-order per
bation theory~SOPT! in the on-site interaction becomes e
act at thestrong-couplinglimit, in addition to being exact a
the weak-coupling limit. This odd result is only true at ha
filling and, indeed, is only true for models with a singl
impurity band hybridizing with a single conduction ban
Studying the PAM off half filling will therefore give valuable
insight into the nature of analytic approaches to the cas
multiband systems, where this anomalous success of S
does not occur at any filling.

A specific instance where all three issues come into p
is the Anderson impurity model and the PAM as they a
applied to the cerium~Ce! volume collapse.16–19 While re-
cent QMC studies of the half-filled PAM have lent grea
quantitative understanding of this problem,20 the relevance of
this work for the Ce volume-collapse phenomenon would
much better justified if the same physics could be dem
strated in the doped system.

In this paper we will present a detailed study of the ma
netic, charge, and thermodynamic properties of the PAM
various band fillings. We will make use of the exact QM
approximate diagrammatic fluctuation-exchange approxi
tion ~FLEX!, and mean-field Hartree-Fock~HF! methods.
We will concentrate on the effects of doping of addition
electrons into the system for parameter regimes where
number of localized~i.e., f ) electrons still remains approxi
mately 1. This is a natural consequence of the Mott-Hubb
gap in the PAM and similarly is also the experimental situ
tion in at least one application of interest—the Ce volum
collapse transition.

Our key conclusions are the following.~1! The more ac-
curate treatment of correlations provided by QMC and FL
shift the HF transition to stronger coupling and decrease
sharpness. HF for the PAM gives more accurate energie
low temperatures near strong coupling than weak.~2! Anti-
ferromagnetic correlations remain robust for a range of d
ings of the conduction band. By comparison the one-b
Hubbard model loses its long-range antiferromagnetic or
more rapidly upon doping.21–23 ~3! Anomalies in the singlet
correlator, entropy, and internal energy persist even when
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f -d hybridization has substantial values on the Fermi s
face. They also persist to doping levels where antiferrom
netic correlations have been eliminated. However, th
sharpness does appear correlated with the presence of
netism.~4! FLEX captures many of the same qualitative fe
tures exhibited by QMC in the dependence on the interb
hybridization of the local moment, antiferromagnetic corr
lations, entropy, and internal energy, especially at weak c
pling, where the HF internal energy is not very accurate.
the same time, as is well known, FLEX has difficulty repr
ducing the Mott-Hubbard gap in the strong-coupling limit24

II. MODEL AND METHODS

A. Periodic Anderson model

We will study the grand-canonical Hamiltonian

H2mN5 (
^ i, j &, s

$@2tdddis
† djs2t f d~dis

† f js1 f is
† djs!#

1H.c.%1« f(
i, s

nf is2m(
i, s

~ndis1nf is!

1U f(
i

nf i↑nf i↓ . ~1!

dis
† and f is

† created ~conduction! and f ~localized! electrons
with spin s on the lattice sitei. We consider a three
dimensional periodic simple-cubic lattice, where^ i, j & is a
sum over nearest-neighbor bonds. Therefore, this term re
sents the nearest-neighbor hybridization integrals~i.e., hop-
pings! of thed-d (tdd) andd-f (t f d) orbitals. The remaining
one-particle terms are« f , which measure thef-orbital energy
level with respect to that of thed orbital ~which was chosen
to be zero by convention!, and the chemical potentialm. The
charge-density operator on sitei in orbital d with spin s is
ndis5dis

† dis and similarly fornf is . Finally, U f describes an
effective on-site repulsion between the localizedf electrons.

When the hopping term is Fourier transformed, the res
ing expression is(k, s@«kdks

† dks1Vk(dks
† f ks1 f ks

† dks)#,
with «k522tdd(coskx1cosky1coskz) and Vk5
22t f d(coskx1cosky1coskz). The particular choice of« f5
2U f /2 and m50 results in ^nd&5^nf&51 (^nd&
[(s^ndis& etc.!. This is the so-called ‘‘symmetric’’ PAM, in
which both orbitals are half filled regardless of the choice
all the other parameters and temperature.

We will express all energy units in this paper in terms
tdd[1. We will also setU f /tdd56 throughout the paper an
vary t f d /tdd for several fillings and« f /tdd . Fora- andg-Ce,
respectively, calculated values for the effective hopping a
Coulomb-repulsion parameters in eV aretdd'0.90 and 0.74,
t f d'0.19 and 0.14,U f'5.7 and 5.9.18 Our choices of the
model parameters are therefore in rough agreement with
values for cerium. Finer tuning would not be useful given t
approximations inherent in using a two-band model.25

B. Determinant quantum Monte Carlo

The determinant-QMC method that we employ is sta
dard and has been described many times in the literatu26
1-2
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DOPING-DEPENDENT STUDY OF THE PERIODIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195111 ~2003!
Its key features are an exact treatment of the interactions
a path-integral representation of the partition function a
the decoupling of the interaction via the introduction of
Hubbard-Stratonovich field, whose possible configuratio
are then summed over stochastically. The approach is ab
study several hundred interacting electrons, much gre
than other exact approaches like diagonalization, but
representing small lattices, especially in three dimensio
This is an especially serious consideration in determining
presence or absence of long-range order. Local quant
such as the internal energy and near-neighbor spin cor
tions have much smaller finite-size effects. The simulatio
reported here are on lattices of 64 (43434) spatial sites
with fillings ranging from^n&52.0 to^n&53.6 electrons per
site, wherê n&[^nd&1^nf&.

Besides finite spatial-lattice size, a crucial bottleneck
the determinant QMC is the ‘‘sign problem,’’27 which,
roughly speaking for this application, restricts the tempe
tures accessible to simulation to those greater thanT
;W/50, whereW is the noninteracting bandwidth.

C. Fluctuation-exchange approximation

We will also study the PAM using the FLEX
approximation.28 The FLEX approximation can be motivate
in various different ways. It can be thought of as an ext
sion of the Hartree-Fock theory, in which the bare interact
is self-consistently screened by the exchange of electron-
and electron-electron~two-particle! fluctuations. Or it can be
viewed as a conserving approximation within the framew
of Baym-Kadanoff’s generating-functional formalism.29 An-
other view is as an extension of the random-phase appr
mation~RPA!, in which the two-particle propagators of RP
are self-consistently included in the self-energy. Yet anot
but a very elegant one, is that FLEX is the first step in
parquet-approximation’s30 two-particle self-consistency
scheme.

FLEX suffers from lack of the two-particle self
consistency found in the parquet approximation, wh
renormalizes the bare vertices~which are used to calculat
the fluctuation propagators! with vertex corrections. Al-
though it is possible to formulate FLEX to work i
spontaneously-broken-symmetry states~with an anomalous
self-energy!, such as a magnet or a superconductor, FLEX
commonly practiced rarely does so. The only such FL
calculations to this date include those for a superconduct31

For previous results using FLEX for Hubbard-like mode
along with comparisons with QMC, see Ref. 32.

The normal-state FLEX solutions of Hubbard-like mode
are also known to give the incorrect strong-coupling limit.
is not known if the broken-magnetic-symmetry solutio
may give the right limit for main thermodynamic quantitie
at strong coupling.

The FLEX approximation used in this paper incorpora
all four channels~density, magnetic, singlet, and triplet fluc
tuations!. In order to satisfy certain symmetries, all the
four channels are needed. In fact we also tested FLEX w
out using the particle-particle fluctuations, and it turned
that the resulting accuracy is lower. We also use the num
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cal renormalization-group method on the Matsubara frequ
cies to accelerate evaluation of the FLEX self-energies
fluctuation propagators.33

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we will show how the properties of th
PAM evolve from strong to weak coupling at several diffe
ent fillings. We begin by describing the orbital occupation
showing how the charge is transferred with the temperat
This helps establish relevant temperature scales in th
simulations. We then show short-range magne
correlations—measures of the local moment and sin
formation—before turning to the issue of long-range antif
romagnetism. The section concludes with results for the
tropy and internal energy and a general discussion of
relation of their behavior with magnetism.

As mentioned in Sec. II A, the PAM Hamiltonian in Eq
~1! with « f52U f /2 andm50 has particle-hole symmetry—
^nd&5^nf&51—i.e., both conduction and localized orbita
are half filled, regardless of all other parameters. We w
compare the properties of the PAM at two electron densi
with the behavior at half filling. The density^n&52.2 is only
lightly doped away from half filling and allows us to exam
ine the rapidity of the destruction of the antiferromagnetis
The densitŷ n&52.6, as we shall see, is large enough that
traces of long-range order have been suppressed. In
these cases, we have adjusted thef site energy to maintain
^nf&;1.

Finally, we also present a few results for an extrem
filling case, in which^nd&;1.8 and^nf&;1.8, where the
effect of electron-electron correlations are shown to be m
mal, as is expected since this is equivalent to a very l
electron density by a particle-hole transformation.

A. Orbital occupations

We begin by examining the evolution of the local orbit
density with the temperatureT in Fig. 1. At highT the orbit-
als are equally filled since energies like« f , which distin-
guish the orbitals from each other, are washed out by la
thermal fluctuations. AsT is lowered, the occupations shif
By T;0.125 (b[1/T;8), much, but not all, of the charg
transfer fromf to d orbitals is complete for this value oft f d
50.8. For smallert f d the occupations reach their asympto
ground-state values at higher temperatures owing to the p
ence of a larger Mott gap. Figure 1 also shows the data
the Hartree-Fock solutions to the problem, demonstrat
that these techniques are in qualitative agreement with
exact QMC calculations for the temperature dependenc
the orbital densities, despite the fact that Hartree-Fock p
dicts magnetic order belowT;U f /4 (51.5 forU f56), well
above any possible QMC transition temperature. The FL
results are in even better qualitative agreement with the e
QMC results in the entire temperature range shown.

B. Local moment

Figure 2~a! shows the dependence of thef-orbital moment
^mf f

2 &[^(nf i↑2nf i↓)2&5^nf&22^nf i↑nf i↓& on the hybridiza-
1-3
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tion t f d at low temperature. Here data for several dopings
shown. For all three cases,^mf f

2 & is fully formed at weak
hybridization, and, as expected, it is reduced ast f d increases
and the system becomes less strongly correlated. Even
relatively larget f d , however,̂ mf f

2 & is significantly enhanced
over its uncorrelated value of^mf f

2 &51/2. For example, the
value ^mf f

2 &50.8 at t f d51 and ^n&52.2 corresponds to a
double occupation of̂nf i↑nf i↓&50.10, a value reduced by
factor of 2.5 from the result in the absence of correlatio
^nf i↑nf i↓&5^nf i↑&^nf i↓&51/4. Although the moment is re
duced ast f d increases, even at larget f d , the moment is well
enough formed to allow for interesting magnetic ordering
occur. ForU/t54, the half-filled one-band Hubbard mod
has^m2&50.77 at lowT, a value comparable to the small
of those in Fig. 2~a!; yet, the one-band Hubbard model st
exhibits clear long-range antiferromagnetic order for t
U/t. Later in this paper, we will examine antiferromagnetis
in the PAM.

In Fig. 2~b! the FLEX results for the local and instant
neous component of the magnetic susceptibility,xm(DR
50, Dt50), are shown for different lattice sizes.34 This
quantity is the equivalent of the local moment. As depicted
the figure, the FLEX and QMC results are very similar,
though FLEX somewhat underestimates the local mom
The finite-size effects are very small, as would be expec
for a local quantity.

C. Singlet correlator

We will now turn to the issue of the Kondo screening
the local moments. Here we probe the formation of lo
Kondo singlets, in which one conduction electron and o
localized electron in nearest-neighbor sites form a bound
glet state. In order to do that we use the singlet correla
which is the nearest-neighbor interband spin-spin correla
function and is defined bycf d5 1

3 ( j
nn^SW f i•SW dj&, where

FIG. 1. The dependence of thef andd orbital occupations on the
temperatureT at t f d50.8 for ^n&52.2. Other parameters aretdd

51 andU f56 ~throughout this paper!, and« f522.785. Also, the
lattice sizes in this paper are all 43434 unless otherwise specified
Results for QMC, FLEX, paramagnetic Hartree-Fock~PMHF!, and
antiferromagnetic Hartree-Fock~AFHF! are shown.
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SW f i5~ f i↑
† f i↓

† !sW S f i↑
f i↓

D
and likewise forSW dj . This definition ofcf d is a natural ex-
tension of the dot product of the local electron-spin and c
duction electron spin on the same lattice site which is wid
used to measure singlet formation within a PAM with on-s
f d hybridization. As discussed above, our model has an
tersite f d hybridization which leads to singlet formation o
the local electron spin with conduction electrons on neig
boring sites.20

In Fig. 3 we show the dependence ofcf d on the hybrid-
ization t f d for different fillings, calculated by QMC. There i
a qualitative difference between the^n&52.6 case, and the
^n&52.0 and 2.2 cases. In the latter there is a sharp ons
the singlet correlatorcf d near t f d50.6. This was suggeste
to be intimately related to the Kondo volume-collapse s
nario in our previous work for̂n&52.0.20 This onset moves

FIG. 2. ~a! The dependence of the QMC local moment on t
hybridization t f d at low temperatureT51/8 (b51/T58) for ^n&
52.0, 2.2, and 2.6.« f523.0, 22.785, and22.6, respectively.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.~b! The FLEX results for
the same parameters for three-different lattice sizes, showing fin
size effects are small. The quantity shown is theDR50, Dt50
component of thef-orbital magnetic susceptibility, which is th
same as the QMC local moment shown in~a! ~Ref. 34!. The QMC
and FLEX results are very similar.
1-4
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DOPING-DEPENDENT STUDY OF THE PERIODIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195111 ~2003!
to smallert f d and becomes much less sharp at^n&52.6. The
^n&52.0 and 2.2 cases are almost identical, as will be s
throughout this paper. Thus the fact that our choice of
bridization vanishes at thên&52.0 Fermi surface as note
earlier—but not at thên&52.2 Fermi surface—shows tha
the former artificiality has no impact on the conclusions
Ref. 20.

Let us callTK the temperature where the local singlets a
formed. We expectTK(t f d) to increase witht f d.2 The behav-
ior of the singlet correlator in Fig. 3 can then be explaine
the temperature used in the simulations (T51/8) crosses
TK . As the crossing point depends on band filling we o
serve different onsets, as discussed above. The crossingT
andTK also explains whycf d→0 for small t f d .

D. Antiferromagnetism

Another possible phenomenon for the PAM is an
ferromagnetic ordering of the moments. Figure 4~a! shows
QMC results for the equal-time antiferromagnetic struct
factor Sf f , the sum of the staggered correlations of t
local f spins across the lattice,Sf f(T,q5(p,p,p))
5(2/3N)( i,j(21)i1 jSW f i•SW f j . This structure factor is normal
ized in such a way that if there is only short-range magn
order,Sf f is of order unity, whereas if there are long-ran
correlationsSf f is of order the lattice size~and hence di-
verges in the thermodynamic limit!.

In Fig. 4~b! we show FLEX results for the instantaneo
antiferromagnetic susceptibilityxm . Just as the instanta
neous, local susceptibility is the FLEX equivalent of the
cal moment,xm is the FLEX analog of the QMC structur
factor.34 We will discuss the issue of long-range order belo
However before doing so, we emphasize the key observa
that such an order for̂n&52.6 is clearly completely sup
pressed.

In interpreting these results further, and in particular
possible occurrence of long-range order at^n&52.0 and
^n&52.2, it is important to emphasize that the Nee´l tempera-

FIG. 3. The hybridization dependence of the singlet correla
which measures the degree of the local antiferromagnetism betw
an f moment and the conduction-electron spins on the neighbo
sites. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~a!.
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ture depends ont f d . As in the three-dimensional single-ban
Hubbard model,TN is low at smallt f d , rises to a maximum,
and then falls again at larget f d . The important point is that
a set of simulations at fixed temperature, such as thos
Fig. 4, can potentially cut across theTN vs t f d curve, yielding
the impression of the existence of AF order only in som
intermediate range oft f d . With this in mind, we believe the
falloff of AF order at smallt f d for ^n&52.0 and 2.2 reflects
only that TN has gone below the simulation temperatu
Meanwhile, the falloff at larget f d may also reflect this re-
duction ofTN or the competing formation of Kondo singlet
We note that in the PAM with on-site hybridization, on
expects singlet formation to usurp long-range magnetic or
completely at larget f d .12 Our FLEX results suggest the in

r,
en
g

FIG. 4. ~a! The dependence of the antiferromagnetic struct
factor on the hybridizationt f d , as computed with QMC. Paramete
are the same as in Fig. 2~a!. ~b! The FLEX results for the same
parameters for three-different lattice sizes. The quantity show
the Q5QAF5(p,p,p), Dt50 component of thef-orbital mag-
netic susceptibility, which is the same quantity as in~a! @Ref. 34#.
The QMC and FLEX results are very similar. Note the finite-si
scaling of the FLEX results. That antiferromagnetism persists
large t f d , when singlet formation is expected in the case of on-s
hopping betweenf andd orbitals, reflects our near-neighbor choic
of f -d hybridization. Antiferromagnetism is clearly absent for allt f d

at ^n&52.6.
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PAIVA, ESIRGEN, SCALETTAR, HUSCROFT, AND McMAHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 195111 ~2003!
tersite hybridization is different in this regard. Only a ve
detailed study including finite-size scaling can sort out th
different possibilities.

To reemphasize, despite all these complications, Fig
still carries an unambiguous message; the filling^n&52.6
has a very different behavior in its magnetic properties: th
is no long-range order. We have already seen that the sin
correlator still exhibits a growth witht f d at ^n&52.6. Below
we will see that, in the same way, the^n&52.6 entropy and
energy still behave rather similarly to cases where the de
ties are close to half filling.

E. Entropy

The low-temperature entropyS(T5Tlow) offers a means
of probing Kondo-singlet formation as well as antiferroma
netic order. Specifically, the entropy per atom of free spin1

2

moments is ln 2, which can be reduced by the formation
local singlets in cooperation with the surrounding valen
electrons or by the onset of magnetic order. Since thef andd
subsystems decouple at smallt f d , the free-moment regime i
realized by thef electrons in this strong-coupling limit fo
Tlow above the Nee´l temperatureTN , yet well below some
characteristic temperature of moment formation.Tlow
50.125 is a reasonable choice since Fig. 2~a! shows fully
formed f moments at smallt f d for this temperature, while
TN→0 as t f d→0. The entropy of thed subsystem may be
exactly calculated fort f d50, and atTlow50.125 has already
reached its T50 limit: Sd(t f d50,T50)50.433 22,
0.294 62, and 0.312 77 for̂n&52.0, 2.2, and 2.6, respec
tively. These nonzeroSd values atT50 are finite-size effects
of the 43434 lattice arising from the degeneracies of thed
levels at the Fermi surface, which are a non-negligible fr
tion of states in the Brillouin zone for small lattices. Thef
electrons are moved away from the Fermi surface by
Mott-Hubbard gap and are not affected by such finite-s
effects. We calculate the entropy for the fully interacting s
tem from

S~ t f d ,T!5S`2E
T

`

dT8
1

T8

]E~ t f d ,T8!

]T8
~2!

and

S`54 ln 42^n& ln^n&2~42^n&!ln~42^n&!, ~3!

using fits to the QMC energies as described elsewhere.20,35

In Fig. 5 we show the dependence of the low-T entropy
on the hybridizationt f d at T50.125. In order to make the
analysis of the entropy more meaningful, we plotS(t f d ,T)
2Sd(t f d50,T50) as a function oft f d . After this subtraction
the entropy curves in Fig. 5 start with the value ln 2 att f d
50, reflecting the freef moments. The FLEX results ar
slightly off, representing the weak-coupling nature of the a
proximation, but it is very interesting to see such a we
coupling diagrammatic approximation doing so well at t
strong-coupling limit, capturing all of the local-moment e
tropy at the lower fillings and 90% at the highest filling. F
^n&52.0 the QMC entropy starts to drop aroundt f d50.6;
this value moves down to a smaller value oft f d50.2 for
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^n&52.6. One note should be added at this point; as
entropy drop for̂ n&52.6 took place at a smallert f d , we did
not pursue calculations for highert f d values. From Eq. 2 it is
clear that a thin grid of temperatures is needed to get
entropy for a givent f d . We were not able to reach th
needed low temperatures due to ‘‘sign problems,’’ as m
tioned in Sec. II B. The drop in the entropy is also sharpe
the ^n&52.0 case. Thê n&52.2 results~only shown for
FLEX! are almost identical to thên&52.0, as seen in othe
quantities as already noted. The FLEX and QMC results s
do not fully agree as one approachest f d52 ~weaker cou-
pling! because FLEX becomes truly valid only fort f d*3, as
we will show in the following section.

Examination of the singlet correlator~Fig. 3! and antifer-
romagnetic structure factor~Fig. 4! suggests that the shar
drop in the entropy for thên&52.0 and 2.2 cases could b
related to both the formation of the Kondo singlets and
onset of the antiferromagnetism. Magnetic order, howeve
ruled out for thê n&52.6 case, where there is neverthele
still a significant drop in the entropy with increasingt f d .

F. Internal energy

In this section we present results for the internal energy
a function of t f d at the relatively low temperature ofT
50.125 ~in one case 0.167!. Because the one-body part o
the Hamiltonian dominates thet f d dependence of the interna
energy, we report our results here as differences from
HF—either the PMHF solution or the broken-symmet
AFHF solution—in order to better expose the more intere
ing effects of correlations. This also makes sense given
the HF solutions must be upper bounds on the correct in
nal energy atT50. Moreover, we might expect the PMH
solution to be correct in the weak-coupling limit (t f d→`)
and have observed previously that the AFHF energy is c
rect in the strong-coupling limit (t f d→0) at low

FIG. 5. The dependence of the entropy on the hybridizationt f d .
Both QMC and FLEX results are shown. Parameters are the s
as in Fig. 2~a!, and thet f d50 entropy of thed system is removed as
discussed in the text. The QMC and FLEX results agree rather w
especially in the atomic (t f d50) limit where they produce the ln 2
entropy due to the formation of local moments.
1-6
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FIG. 6. The difference of the internal energy for various solutions from the PMHF solution,E2EPMHF, as a function oft f d /(t f d11),
which is 0 and 1 at the strong- and weak-coupling limits, respectively. The results for QMC, FLEX, and AFHF are shown.~a! ^n&52.0, ~b!
^n&52.2, ~c! ^n&52.6, ~d! ^n&53.6. In ~d! « f525.4, and in~c! b56. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~a!. In all cases QMC
agrees with AFHF toward the strong-coupling limit and with FLEX toward the weak-coupling limit. In the rather extreme-filling case~d!,
the energy differenceE2EPMHF is two orders of magnitude smaller than the other cases, implying that the correlations are negligible
PMHF solution is quite accurate. In general, at the weak-coupling limit, PMHF gives the right solution except when the AFHF solu
a lower energy than the PMHF as in~a! and~b!, which can happen for small finite systems; then, AFHF gives the right solution at the w
as well as the strong-coupling limit.
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temperature.20,36 With these two limits in mind, we first
present results as a function of the ratiot f d /(t f d11), where
values 0 and 1 correspond to the strong- and weak-coup
limits, respectively.

Figure 6 presents our results for the correlation ene
E2EPMHF as a function oft f d /(t f d11) at four different fill-
ings: ^n&52.0 ~a!, 2.2 ~b!, 2.6 ~c!, and 3.6~d!. We calculate
E with three different methods: QMC, diagrammatic FLE
and mean-field AFHF. In the strong-coupling~atomic! limit,
AFHF gives the correct energy at every filling, agreeing w
QMC.36 Toward the weak-coupling limit, FLEX agrees wit
QMC very well, giving not only the correct weak-couplin
limit itself but also the correct leading-order dependence
1/t f d . The PMHF solution is, in general, correctat the weak-
coupling limit but, as is evident from Fig. 6~c!, approaches
this limit with an incorrect dependence on 1/t f d .

There is an apparent constant offset between the PM
and other curves, including AFHF, at the weak-coupling lim
19511
g

y

n

F
t

in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. Here one is at half filling or very close
to it, and the AFHF solution on small lattices is lower
energy at the weak-coupling limit than the PMHF. In th
thermodynamic limit, these offsets vanish, which is also s
gested in the FLEX size dependence tests to be cited sho

In Fig. 6~d! there is no stable AFHF~or other magnetic!
solution at any coupling strength. In additionE2EPMHF is
very small compared to Figs. 6~a!–6~c!. Indeed correlations
are not important in this case of extreme filling. Note th
while the total fillings ^n& vary in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!, in each
case^nf&;1 and the correlation energies are of compara
size. In sharp contrast^nf&;1.8 in Fig. 6~d!, confirming the
general understanding that correlations are largest near
filling of an interacting orbital and diminish for fillings o
this orbital away from half filling.

The FLEX approximation is always paramagnetic if o
does not include the anomalous-self-energy diagrams. Th
fore, unlike the mean-field treatments of correlations, FLE
1-7
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has no anomalies arising from the solution switching from
broken symmetry~e.g., antiferromagnetic! to the uniform
~paramagnetic! state as occurs in Fig. 6~c!. Such HF transi-
tions are absent in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! since the AFHF solu-
tion is always stable.

The results in Fig. 6 were for 43434 periodic cells. To
illustrate the effects of size dependence, Fig. 7 sho
EFLEX2EPMHF calculations done for 43434, 63636 and
83838 periodic cells. As expected the finite-size effects
the internal energy are generally small. This is because
internal energy is basically a local quantity. Note, howev
the upward shift inEFLEX2EPMHF with an increased cell size
for larger t f d in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, which correspond to
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. These shifts are in the d
rection to remove the constant offsets at the weak-coup
limit between the PMHF and more rigorous methods in Fi
6~a! and 6~b!. It is also the case that the lowestT50 HF
solution at the weak-coupling limit is PMHF for all filling
in the thermodynamic limit.

G. Crossover behavior in the PAM

We now discuss some of the implications of these res
for the potential presence of sharp switches in the PAM
ergy which could drive phase transitions in appropriate s
tems.

In the recent work20 for the PAM at half filling ^n&
52.0, we noted coincident anomalous behavior in three
tinct low-temperature quantities ast f d was increased beyon
about 0.6: the singlet correlator increased abruptly; a Ko
resonance appeared and grew at the Fermi level; and
internal energy broke away from the AFHF result it h
closely followed at smallert f d . We suggested that th
abruptness of this change in internal energy, evidently a
ciated with the screening of the local moments by the c
duction electrons, was not inconsistent with the physics
the volume-collapse transitions in the rare-earth metals. S

FIG. 7. The difference of the FLEX internal energy from th
PMHF internal energy, plotted as a function of the hybridizationt f d

for different lattice sizes for the purpose of evaluating the finite-s
effects.~a! ^n&52.0, ~b! ^n&52.2, ~c! ^n&52.6. Parameters are th
same as in Fig. 2. These finite-size effects are generally small.
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a possibility also was previously discussed in the contex
the Anderson impurity model.16 We now revisit this issue
from a different perspective than given in our earlier work20

Figure 8~a! shows our QMC and PMHF internal energie
relative to the AFHF results,E2EAFHF , for all three fillings
at the low temperature ofT50.125. Since the physical de
pendence of the hybridization on volume ist f d;V22, we
have chosenv[t f d

21/2}V to label our horizontal axis. Note
first the AFHF to PMHF transition atv50.96 (t f d51.09)
which occurs asv is decreased for the fillinĝn&52.6.
While there are no HF transitions at the two other fillings f
the 43434 cell, such transitions do occur in the thermod
namic limit at v50.87 and 0.74 (t f d51.33 and 1.83) for
^n&52.6 and 2.2, respectively, but there is none exactly

e

FIG. 8. ~a! The dependence of the QMC and PMHF intern
energies relative to the AFHF as a function of the inverse-squ
root hybridizationv[t f d

21/2. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~a!.
For all three fillings, the QMC internal energy agrees with t
AFHF internal energy at largev, breaking away at an intermediat
v value. This breakaway, which happens atv;1.3 (t f d;0.6) for
^n&52.0 and 2.2, and atv;2.2 (t f d;0.2) for ^n&52.6, might
have implications on the volume-collapse phenomenon.~b! The
FLEX results for the same parameters, with the atomic-limit (t f d

50) offsets removed. The agreement with QMC is quite reasona
although the breakaway is more gradual than seen for the Q
results in~a!.
1-8
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DOPING-DEPENDENT STUDY OF THE PERIODIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195111 ~2003!
^n&52.0. These mean-field calculations describe a transi
from a ‘‘localized’’ AFHF phase, with thef bands Hubbard
split away from the Fermi level, to an ‘‘itinerant’’ PMHF
phase, with the mergedf bands overlapping the Fermi leve
in fundamentally the same way as realistic HF and modifi
local-density methods describe the volume-collapse tra
tions in the rare-earth metals.18 While having some degree o
validity, it has been argued in Ref. 18 that the realistic
and modified local-density-approximation transitions oc
too close to the itinerant limit for the rare earths, correspo
ing to too-small values ofv in the present PAM analog. Th
QMC results in Fig. 8~a! appear to support this suggestion37

While both AFHF and PMHF values must be upper boun
on the exact QMC atT50, it is interesting that at largev the
QMC values are quite close to the AFHF upper bou
whereas at smallerv they appear to bend and stay well aw
from the downward-moving PMHF bounds. The net effec
a downturn in the QMC energies with decreasingv well
before the PMHF curves cross below the AFHF, as evid
for ^n&52.6 and likely to be so in the thermodynamic lim
for ^n&52.2. This is at least suggestive of the correla
version of the collapse transition, although, a compell
case is hindered by the internal-energy contributions omi
by the PAM.

It should also be emphasized that asv is decreased, the
onset of the downturns in the QMC energies in Fig. 8~a!, v
;1.3, 1.3, and 2.2 (t f d;0.6, 0.6, and 0.2) for̂ n&52.0,
2.2, and 2.6, respectively, coincides with the onset of ra
increases in magnitude of the singlet correlator and w
similar rapid decreases in the low-temperature entropy
discussed earlier. Moreover, from the^n&52.6 case, we
know that all these features occur and coincide in the
sence of antiferromagnetic correlations, so that their fun
mental origin is likely associated solely with the screening
the local moments by the conduction electrons.

As noted earlier the FLEX approximation does not p
duce the Mott gap and therefore may overestimate Kon
like excitations for smallert f d , which never disappear from
the spectrum, even at the atomic~strong-coupling! limit. This
failure of FLEX leads to an underestimation of the intern
energy as seen att f d50 in Fig. 6, due to the spurious pre
ence of Kondo-like excitations at this limit. Nevertheless
is interesting to focus only on thet f d dependence and remov
these atomic-limit offsets by usingDE(t f d)[E(t f d)2E(0)
and plottingDE2DEAFHF in the case of FLEX, as is done i
Fig. 8~b!. As may be seen, the agreement with Fig. 8~a! is
really quite good, although, the breakaway from the AFHF
more gradual than in the QMC. It is tempting to attribute th
more gradual behavior in Fig. 8~b! to the persistence o
Kondo-like excitations in FLEX to the largestv[t f d

21/2,
whereas presumably such excitations cease for the QMC
sults in Fig. 8~a! beyond some critical values ofv, possibly
where the QMC and AFHF curves become essentially deg
erate.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended our previous studies20 of
the periodic Anderson model~PAM! to nonsymmetric cases
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examining the low-temperature dependence of a variety
quantities as a function of the hybridizationt f d between thef
and d orbitals: local moment, singlet correlator, antiferr
magnetic structure factor, entropy, and internal energy.
sults from the determinant quantum Monte Carlo~QMC!,
fluctuation-exchange approximation~FLEX!, and Hartree-
Fock ~HF! methods have been compared.

Beyond exploration of the properties of the nonsymme
PAM itself, these results provide further insight into the e
fect of more exact treatments of correlations on mean-fi
approximations to phase transitions driven by changes to
ratio of atomic hybridization to Coulomb repulsion, such
the volume-collapse transitions in the rare-earth metals.
deed this problem has also motivated many of our param
choices for the PAM, which were generally selected to ma
tain approximately onef electron per site while varying the
number ofd electrons and consequently the total filling^n&.

One of the fundamental results of this work is the coin
dence of systematic changes in the measured quan
across particular values of the hybridization,t f d;0.6, 0.6,
and 0.2 for^n&52.0, 2.2, and 2.6, respectively. Fort f d less
than these values, the local moment (;1), singlet correlator
(;0), and f-subsystem entropy (; ln 2) are all approxi-
mately constant, while the internal energy is well appro
mated by AFHF, i.e., a regime of well-formed, unscreen
local moments. Fort f d greater than these values, the loc
moment and entropy drop, the magnitude of the singlet c
relator grows, and the internal energy falls below that
AFHF. The singlet correlator suggests Kondo-like effects
this regime, although, there is a complete absence of ant
romagnetic correlations only at the largest filling,^n&52.6,
where this identification appears unambiguous. It should
acknowledged that changes witht f d for ^n&52.6 are also
somewhat more gradual than those closer to half filling, a
for this reason we used slightly different criteria for th
crossovert f d values: the first significant breakaway from th
constant values for̂n&52.6 vs a location of particularly
rapid change for̂n&52.0 and 2.2.

We have presented the correlation energyE2EPMHF most
of the way between the strong- and weak-coupling limits
varying t f d from 0 to very large values. The exact QM
energies interpolate smoothly between the AFHF result at
strong and PMHF result at the weak-coupling limit for^n&
52.6, and we expect similar behavior at other fillings in t
thermodynamic limit. Approximate diagrammatic FLE
agrees very well with QMC towards weak coupling and
distinctly improved over PMHF by not only reaching th
correct weak-coupling limit but also including the leadin
order dependence ont f d

21 away from this limit. Moreover, the
FLEX curve is smooth like QMC and generally of the sam
shape throughout the fullt f d range, although, it increasingl
underestimates the internal energy as the strong-coup
limit is approached since the FLEX approximation does
produce the Mott gap. Even so this is a gradual effect and
t f d dependence compares favorably to QMC even within
strong- and intermediate-coupling regimes, 0<t f d<2. In
general the FLEX results are in remarkably good ove
agreement with QMC, suggesting this approach as a us
approximation for the study off-electron systems.
1-9
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PAIVA, ESIRGEN, SCALETTAR, HUSCROFT, AND McMAHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 195111 ~2003!
Due to the crudeness of the PAM model, it is difficult
make a compelling argument on thermodynamic grou
that it exhibits some transition similar to the volume-collap
transition in the rare-earth metals. However, mean-field
calculations for the PAM and for realistic all-valence-orbi
treatments of the rare earth metals both yield transitions
the same fundamental nature, and the latter are certainly
catures of the volume-collapse transitions. It thus ma
sense to ask how the correlated and HF results differ for
PAM and to presume similar differences should be obtai
in the realistic case. We find that for decreasingt f d

21/2 ~or,
volume! the correlated energies break away from the ‘‘loc
ized’’ AFHF results at values oft f d

21/2 ~or, volume! consider-
ably larger than where the ‘‘itinerant’’ PMHF energies cro
down through the AFHF curve and become stable. Moreo
this breakaway coincides with the decrease in the local
ment andf-subsystem entropy, and the increase in the sin
correlator. The coupling of the thermodynamics with the s
glet correlator behavior is certainly consistent with t
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